
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF APPLICATION FOR SEIZURE WARRANT

I, Warren Buckley, am a Special Agent of the United States Secret Service, an agency of the United

States federal government’s Department of Homeland Security.  After being duly sworn, I do hereby

depose, aver, and state under oath that the following is true:

I. PURPOSE OF AFFIDAVIT.

1. I make this affidavit to apply for a warrant to seize all or parts of 17 packages

containing a quantity of mutilated United States currency in cash.  All these packages are subject to

seizure and forfeiture to the United States.  The mutilated currency to be seized has a value of

$4,245,800.00.  The packages and mutilated currency now are in the District of Columbia in the

custody of a federal government agency.

2. Since August 2010, these 17 packages of mutilated currency have been separately

submitted to the United States Bureau of Engraving and Printing (BEP), so that the valueless

mutilated money in them could be redeemed with replacement American government funds.  All of

the mutilated currency in 15 of the 17 packages originated with one bank located in Argentina, called

“Bank A” here.  A comparatively small amount of the mutilated currency in two of the 17 packages

originated with two other different banks, and I do not seek to seize those “non-Bank A” amounts

of mutilated currency.  Additionally, two of the 17 submittals of mutilated currency contained

discrete, separately identifiable “sub-submittals” from Bank A.  For reasons set forth below, I do not

seek to seize a few of these sub-submittals, all of which have comparatively small amounts of

mutilated currency.  An American intermediary bank has received all 17 packages from Bank A and

the other two originating banks and, as a client service, forwarded them to BEP, which has a legal

duty to redeem mutilated United States currency submitted to it.  BEP is part of the United States
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Department of the Treasury.

3. I seek to seize these quantities of mutilated currency and associated items because

evidence shows that their submittal of mutilated currency is part of an illegal scheme (or schemes)

to launder monetary instruments, that is, the mutilated cash itself.  First, each of the 17 submittals

of mutilated currency I seek to seize contains at least 25 fragments of cash notes for which another

piece of the same note was separately sent to BEP for redemption in one or more of the other same

submittals.  Further, some of the bills appear to have been mutilated intentionally, such as by being

burnt deliberately, to get the damaged money replaced with new United States government funds. 

Intentionally mutilating or altering United States currency and presenting it that way for payment is

an unlawful act and another basis for forfeiting these funds.  Taken together, the evidence recounted

below points to an attempt to use BEP’s redemption program as a “money-laundering machine.” 

Both money-laundering and intentional altering or mutilation of currency are independent bases for

the seizure warrant I seek.  All the quantities of mutilated currency and related items to be seized are

now in a vault at BEP’s headquarters building in Washington, D.C.  The following is a list of the 17

whole or part packages of mutilated currency that I seek to seize, identified by BEP’s case number,

the amount of the mutilated currency I seek to seize as determined by BEP, and the date BEP

received the package.  The total redemption value of the mutilated currency that I seek to seize from

these 17 packages is $4,245,800.00 (this figure excludes the value of mutilated currency not

originating from Bank A, and certain other quantities identified further in the balance of this

affidavit):

BEP Case No. Date Received by BEP Redemption Value

1(A). 1015693 August 23, 2010 $384,700
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2(B). 1016643 September 8, 2010 $190,900
3(C). 1017817 September 27, 2010 $268,900. (“Bank A” only and partial)
4(D). 1019117 September 27, 2010 $195,400
5(E). 1020620 October 14, 2010 $148,100
6(F). 1100364 January 5, 2011 $483,000 (partial)
7(G). 1101461 January 19, 2011 $158,500
8(H). 1103881 February 22, 2011 $443,500
9(I). 1105522 March 16, 2011 $167,900
10(J). 1105711 March 18, 2011 $92,500
11(K). 1108785 May 3, 2011 $280,700
12(M). 1111101 June 6, 2011 $95,700
13(N). 1111388 June 10, 2011 $490,200
14(O). 1114317 June 19, 2011 $292,900
15(P). 1112349 June 23, 2011 $364,200 (“Bank A” only)
16(Q). 1118631 September 20, 2011 $ 90,700
17(S). 1119653 October 12, 2011 $ 98,000

Total $4,245,800.00

II. SUMMARY

4. By law, BEP conducts an official government program for redemption of mutilated

United States currency.  Through this program, BEP accepts submittals of American dollar bills or

notes that have been so badly damaged that they cannot be spent and are, thus, valueless.  The legal

term for such damaged cash is “mutilated currency.”  In exchange, BEP redeems such mutilated

currency with an equivalent amount of United States government funds through United States

Treasury check or wire transfer.  Since Summer 2010, BEP has received at least 111 submittals of

mutilated currency from banking institutions in the Caribbean and South America.  A total of 95

submittals come from one bank, here called “Bank A.”  Seventeen of these submittals contain at least

25 fragments of specific $100 dollar notes for which another fragment of these same specific notes

was separately submitted for redemption in one of the other 17 submittals of mutilated currency. 

Indeed, these 17 packages contain more than 1,800 such separately submitted “duplicate” fragments. 
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Further, the physical characteristics of some notes making up the mutilated currency drawn from all

111 redemption submittals aroused suspicions that the notes were intentionally mutilated.  This

brought the question to the attention of the Treasury Department’s Office of the Inspector General

and the United States Secret Service.

5. To investigate all of the submittals, BEP commissioned a specialized expert study of

the submitted mutilated currency. Reasonable inferences from this technical study’s findings re-

inforce suspicions that some of the cash notes in the redemption submittals were intentionally

mutilated.  Both observation and the report indicate that some notes taken from different submittals

show signs of being burnt in almost exactly the same part of the notes.  Other notes that seem to be

water-damaged appear to contain a foreign contaminant or chemical, as if they had been put in

laundry detergent, fabric softener, or fabric cleaners.  This gives the note the appearance of looking

considerably more worn and older than it is.  Such substantially similar conditions from different

submittals makes most illogical any idea that the notes became mutilated by separate or individual

accidental misfortunes, such as fire, flood, or prolonged burial.  When notes submitted for

redemption in different packages are deliberately burnt or damaged in the same way and when two

fragments of a note with the same serial number also are found in different redemption submittals,

it appears that the submittals are part of a co-ordinated scheme or schemes.  Note fragments with

duplicate serial numbers appearing in separate submittals also undermines the idea that each

submittal is a claim by a separate, unrelated person whose cash became mutilated through bad luck

or misadventure.  The “duplicate fragments” evidence and re-inforcing signs of intentional

mutilation make out probable cause to believe that the mutilated currency’s original holders are

unlawfully altering currency and/or trying to launder monetary instruments through BEP.
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6. It is unlawful to mutilate United States currency intentionally, and intentionally

mutilated currency is subject to seizure and forfeiture to the United States.  Further, there is probable

cause to believe that submittal of these 17 quantities of intentionally mutilated currency is part of

an unlawful scheme for “laundering of monetary instruments,” in violation of Title 18, United States

Code, Section 1956.

7. Examination of the currency in the 17 selected submittals has shown it to have a

redeemable value of $4,245,800.00 (including only the funds from Bank A to be seized), and I am

applying for a warrant to seize all items involved with the submittal of that quantity of mutilated

currency, including the mutilated currency itself, the packages in which they arrived at BEP, and any

other property accompanying them, regardless of their precise amount or value.

8. These 17 quantities of currency, their packaging and contents, and any related

documents in those packages may be seized because they are subject to forfeiture to the United States

government under 18 U.S.C. § 492, based on probable cause to believe that they were made,

possessed, or used in violation of federal anti-counterfeiting laws against making falsely or altering

United States currency, which include 18 U.S.C. §§ 471, 472, and 473.  Additionally, I base my

application for a seizure warrant on probable cause to believe that these packages are involved in a

money-laundering crime, or an attempt to commit one, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1956(a)(2).  I

submit that the 17 submittals were involved in a scheme to transport, transmit, or transfer a monetary

instrument or funds into the United States from a foreign country with the intent to promote specified

unlawful activity, that is, violations of the laws against illegally altering United States currency,

which are codified at 18 U.S.C. §§ 471, 472, or 473.  I further submit that the 17 submittals were

involved in a scheme to transport, transmit, or transfer a monetary instrument or funds from a place
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into the United States from a foreign country, knowing that the funds involved are the proceeds of

some form of unlawful activity and knowing that the transport, transmission, or transfer is designed

in whole or in part to conceal or disguise the nature, the location, the source, the ownership, or the

control of the proceeds of specified unlawful activity.  More detailed citations to the laws on altering

United States currency, money-laundering, and forfeiture are at the end of this affidavit.

III. AFFIANT'S BACKGROUND.

 9. Since September 2, 2007, I have been a sworn federal law enforcement officer, as a

Special Agent of the United States Secret Service.  As such, I am authorized to execute warrants

issued under the laws of the United States, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3056(c)(1)(A).  By conjunction

of the provisions of that statute, plus 18 U.S.C. §§ 981(b) and 982(b), 21 U.S.C. § 853, as well as

28 C.F.R. § 60.2(a) and Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41(a)(2), I am authorized to apply for

both a criminal and civil seizure warrant.

10. I now am assigned to the Secret Service’s Washington Field Office.  In addition to

working on protection of United States and foreign political leaders, I am assigned to a special task

force that investigates unlawful structuring of financial transactions.  My other police duties include

investigating money-laundering, the counterfeiting of United States and foreign currency, financial

fraud schemes, and identity theft.  Because I make this affidavit in applying for a seizure warrant,

I have not tried to set forth here all of the information known to law enforcement agents about the

events described below.  What I have set forth below, I know from having observed it personally,

read it in official documents, or from learning it through other sworn law enforcement agents or

United States government officials.
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IV. BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND PREVIOUS SEIZURES
OF MUTILATED CURRENCY SUBMITTED TO BEP.

11. The Bureau of Engraving and Printing is an agency of the United States Department

of the Treasury.  Under authority stated in the United States Code and supporting federal regulations,

31 U.S.C. §§ 321, 5119, and 5120 and 31 C.F.R. §§ 100.5, et seq., BEP conducts a program through

which it will redeem mutilated United States currency, essentially taking in heavily damaged cash

and replacing it with fresh money.  According to an official BEP report:

Mutilated currency is defined as currency notes which are either not clearly more
than 50% of the original note or in a condition that the value is questionable and
therefore special examination is required to determine the value.  Mutilation can
occur through interactions with fire, water, chemicals, and animals . . . .  Badly
soiled, limp, defaced, torn, or worn notes that are clearly more than 50% of the
original note and do not require special examination are not considered mutilated
currency and can be redeemed at any bank. [BEP] is allowed, under regulations by
the Department of the Treasury, to exchange mutilated currency at face value as long
as either more than 50% of a note identifiable as United States currency is present or
50% or less of a note identifiable as United States currency is present and the
method of mutilation and supporting evidence demonstrate to the satisfaction of the
Treasury that the missing portions have been totally destroyed.  Mutilated currency
may be mailed or brought personally to the BEP with a letter stating the estimated
value and the explanation of how the currency became mutilated.  While each case
is carefully examined by trained specialists, [BEP’s Director] makes the final
determination for the settlement of mutilated currency claims.  [Emphasis in
original.]

12. The Treasury Department’s Office of the Inspector-General investigates matters

involving BEP.  Further, although the United States Secret Service now is a part of the Homeland

Security Department, 18 U.S.C. § 3056(b)(2) authorizes the Service to detect and arrest any person

who violates any of the laws relating to coins, obligations, and securities of the United States and

foreign governments.

13. These submittals originating in South America are not the first time that it appears
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someone has attempted to present to BEP unwarranted claims for redemption of mutilated currency. 

I am aware of at least five times when a judge of the United States District Court for the District of

Columbia issued seizure warrants in similar situations.  The following is a list of warrants issued in

other cases involving claims for redemption of mutilated currency submitted to BEP:

A. On February 6, 2007, in case 1:07-mj-00029-AK, United States Magistrate
Judge Alan Kay issued a warrant to seize “Two wooden boxes and their contents,
claimed, in part, as $85,000 in U.S. currency . . .”  This money had been brought to
the United States from Paraguay.  As a result, the government brought a forfeiture
action in which a settlement resulted in forfeiture of funds to the government.

B. On January 25, 2008, in case 1:08-mj-00047-DAR, United States Magistrate
Judge Deborah A. Robinson issued a warrant to seize “One suitcase and all of its
contents, including approximately $100,042.00 in U.S. currency. . . .”  This instance
tallies closely with the events recounted in this affidavit.  When processing this
claim, BEP examiners noticed signs that the currency appeared to have been
intentionally mutilated.  Therefore, BEP conducted a specialized analysis of the
mutilated currency.  The analysis indicated that the currency apparently had been
laundered – literally.  The evidence suggested that the currency had been put through
a clothes-washing machine to simulate that the currency been buried.  This currency
submitted to BEP originated from overseas.  The entire quantity of mutilated
currency was decreed forfeit to the government.

C. On March 20, 2008, in case 1:08-mj-00193-JMF, United States Magistrate
Judge John M. Facciola issued a warrant to seize “One cardboard box containing
mutilated currency.”  This money had originated in Mexico.  As a result, the
government brought a civil forfeiture action.  On default judgment, this entire amount
was decreed forfeit.

D. On May 16, 2008, in case 1:08-mj-00327-AK United States Magistrate Judge
Alan Kay issued a warrant to seize “One box and plastic bags containing about $1.2
million in mutilated U.S. currency.”  This currency had originated in Mexico and
persons associated with it variously asserted that the money had been buried in a
coffin or under a tree in northern Mexico or damaged in school furniture in southern
Mexico, after it had been compiled to pay a multi-million-dollar bribe.  The funds
seized pursuant to this warrant were subjected to a judicial civil forfeiture action as
described in the next paragraph.

E. On June 13, 2008, in case 1:08-mj-00378-JMF, United States Magistrate
Judge John M. Facciola issued a warrant to seize “One Suitcase Containing About
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$5.2 Million In Mutilated U.S. Currency.”  This currency had originated in Mexico
from the same source as the funds in the case immediately above.  As a result, the
government brought a judicial civil forfeiture action against both quantities of
mutilated currency, United States v. One Box And Plastic Bags, No. 1:08-cv-01476-
JDB.  BEP currency examiners determined that the estimated amounts of the
currency exceeded what was actually in the submittals by nearly $3.4 million.  A
stipulated settlement resulted in forfeiture of funds to the government.

V. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PROBABLE CAUSE.

14. Since at least August 2010, BEP’s Mutilated Currency Division (MCD) has received

a total of 116 submittals of mutilated currency, which were transmitted to BEP by the Foreign

Currency Division of Bank of America (BofA).  BofA transmitted the submittals acting for foreign

banking institutions.  BEP received the first of these 116 packages in late August 2010, and the last

was sent in mid-October 2011.  Five originated with the Central Bank of Uruguay, leaving a total

of 111 others.  Of these 111 submittals, 95 come from one bank in Argentina, here called “Bank A,”

and the 16 remaining submittals are from other banks in the Caribbean and Latin America. 

According to BEP, the total value of the mutilated currency sought to be redeemed in these 111

submittals exceeds $9 million.  In July 2011, Secret Service and Treasury Inspector-General agents

interviewed officials with BofA’s foreign currency services unit, which is located in Florida.  The

agents learned that BofA had received the mutilated currency submittals from client banks and

forwarded them to BEP as a “client service.”  In this regard, BofA officials said that BofA acts as

a “middle man” for foreign banks with which BofA transacts other foreign currency business.  As

part of this service, BofA receives packages of mutilated currency from its clients and forwards them

to BEP with a request or claim for redemption.  According to BofA, it does not open such packages

before forwarding them to BEP, and it does not make any payment to its client for the redemption

claim until BEP redeems the claim.
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15. When BEP receives a submittal of mutilated currency for redemption, MCD

employees examine each note to determine its value and whether it meets the standard of being so

mutilated as to be redeemable.  This is a lengthy and laborious process, in which an examiner tries

to reconstruct each specific mutilated bank note and to identify individual separate notes.  Thus,

processing a submittal of mutilated currency can take a long time, and the more damaged the cash,

the longer it takes.  Further, examination and reconstruction of mutilated currency is an exceptionally

intricate, technical task, so there are a limited number of examiners, and that number cannot rapidly

be increased.  Over their careers, BEP examiners see all kinds of mutilated currency, including notes

that were buried in the ground for decades or washed out in floods, bills that were burnt in fires, and

notes that have been eaten by animals, or otherwise caused to decay, rot, deteriorate, or dissolve.

16. Although currency can become mutilated through countless different misfortunes,

such mutilations fall into common types or patterns, such as notes burnt in a fire, damaged in a flood,

or buried in wet ground in a leaky box.  Further, while fires can cause notes in a bundle or packet

of notes to become burnt so that each is charred in the same way, BEP experts’ experience has taught

them that almost never do fires in different places at different times burn different bundles of notes

in almost precisely the same places, other than along the edges or middle. Thus, BEP experts

consider it highly suspicious when two different mutilated bills, each submitted for redemption at

a different time in different packages, have remarkably similar or the same burn marks and charring

pattern on each note.  This is especially so when the burn marks are not in the usual places where

almost all piles of paper bills catch fire unintentionally.  When BEP experts find notes in different

packages burnt in the same way in unusual places, they suspect intentional burning.

17. Further, with regard to the 111 submittals, BEP currency examiners also noted that
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two fragments of the same note, as identified by serial number, appeared in separate packages of

mutilated currency sent at different times.  The suspicions arising from the presence of “duplicate”

fragments of the same note appearing in different redemption submittals, plus signs of intentional

mutilation led to this information being communicated to the Treasury Department’s Office of the

Inspector-General (OIG) and to the United States Secret Service.

18. Based upon these initial suspicions, the Treasury Department commissioned a

technical report and analysis conducted by four staff scientists with BEP’s Office of Materials

Technology.  This team prepared a 46-page written report originally issued on December 6, 2011,

and revised on March 29, 2012.

A. SAME BILL FRAGMENT ANALYSIS

19. At the same time the technical experts were conducting their study of the mutilated

currency in the 111 submittals, Treasury Inspector-General agents analysed and reviewed non-

technical information about these packages.  Treasury OIG agents Thadious W. Motley III, James

Howell, and Kaytlin N. Kovach have investigated the mutilated currency packages, working closely

with BEP staff.  In particular, BEP and OIG staff and agents identified 17 of the 111 submittals that

at least 25 times contained two fragments of the same notes.  As the presence of two parts of the

same original cash note in two separate submittals engendered the greatest suspicion, the staff and

agents used this criterion to select the 17 submittals that most clearly seemed to be doubtful as a

proper claim for redemption.  These are the 17 packages of mutilated currency that I wish to seize.

According to Agent Howell, BEP has examined the notes in these 17 most suspicious submittals. 

The total redeemable value of the currency in these 17 submittals that I seek to seize is

$4,245,800.00.  BEP received the first of these 17 packages on August 23, 2010, and the last on
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October 12, 2011.  There are approximately $180,000 worth of such “duplicate” fragments in the 17

submittals.

20. Of the notes and fragments of notes making up the redemption claims in these 17

packages, a total of 1,831 fragments constituted two, or very occasionally three, pieces of the same

$100 notes, usually as identified by each having the same serial number, but sometimes by being

taped together.  In other words, more than 1,800 times, the person or persons who prepared these

packages took a step to claim twice.  Further, because the duplicate fragments appeared in separate

packages, the submittal of these claims for redemption cannot reflect random acts by a number of

unrelated holders of mutilated currency in South America.  I infer that, over time, more than 1,800

times, a person or persons with access to these hoards of American currency notes sent pieces of the

same note in different redemption claims.

21. A detailed break-down of all of the redeemable notes submitted to BEP in these 17

packages shows that 14 submittals contain only $100 bills.  Of the approximately 44,480 notes

submitted to BEP in the 17 packages, approximately 42,420 were $100 notes, while 2,040 were other

than $100 bills: 821 are fifty-dollar bills, 506 are twenty-dollar bills, 303 are ten-dollar bills, 400

were five-dollar notes, and 10 were one-dollar bills.  These add up to $56,210.  Thus, $100 bills

made up approximately 95% of the notes in these 17 packages of mutilated currency submitted for

redemption, and more than 98% of the mutilated currency’s redeemable value.  (These sums and

values do not add up perfectly because I am not seeking to seize bills that originated with a bank

other than Bank A and I also do not seek to seize certain smaller quantities of mutilated currency as

set forth further below.)

22. The predominance of $100 bills in the submittals supports probable cause for seizure. 
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Based upon my training and experience, I know that few lawful businesses deal in cash transactions

any more, other than retailers.  This is especially true when the businesses are located in a foreign

country, where the American dollar is not the official currency, and where even those payments that

must be made in American dollars normally are effected through wire transfers, corporate checks,

or other non-cash transactions.  Lugging suitcases full of $100 bills through an airport or shipping

it in palates simply presents too many risks, and it is exceptionally bulky.  Through independent

research, I have learned that a single stack of 10,000 $100 notes is about three and a half feet tall –

43 inches.  Further, $1 million in $100 notes – 10,000 such notes – weighs about 22 pounds.  For

simple physical convenience and safety, hardly anyone conducts many lawful transactions of more

than a few hundred or a few thousand dollars in American cash in the United States, and even less

likely is this to be done in a foreign country.

23. My experience also indicates that lawful retailers, both in the United States and those

overseas that accept American dollars, very rarely engage in transactions that involve $100 bills only. 

As a Secret Service agent, I know that, even in America today, a $100 bill is still a comparatively

rare thing to see, such that some retailers decline to make change for $100 bill for fear it might be

counterfeit.  Widespread acceptance among retailers of credit cards also has reduced the flow of cash

even in retail transactions.

24. Therefore, the rarity of lawful American cash transactions in a foreign country that

does not directly border the United States further supports probable cause for this seizure.  With that

background, I list the characteristics of the 17 submittals of mutilated currency that I seek to seize. 

For ease of presentation, I use the same listing of submittals set forth above:

25. The first submittal has BEP case number 1015693, also called (A) here; the total
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redeemable value is $384,700, and BEP received it on August 23, 2010.  The submittal has a total

of 3,847 redeemable notes or fragments thereof, and all are $100 bills.  In this submittal, 86 duplicate

note fragments were sent to BEP for which another part of the same note, as identified by serial

number, was separately sent for redemption in three other packages of mutilated currency.  Of these

86 duplicates, the corresponding fragment was found in:

(1) 39 times in submittal (B) 1016643 (also received on September 8, 2010). 
(2) 26 times in submittal (C) 1017817 (received on September 27, 2010).
(3) 21 times in submittal (D) 1019117 (received on September 27, 2010).

Two other times, both half fragments of the same note appeared in this same first submittal, for a

total of 88 duplicate fragments in this package.

26. The second submittal has BEP case number 1016643, also called (B) here; the total

redeemable value is $190,900, and BEP received it on September 8, 2010.  The submittal has a total

of 1,909 redeemable notes or fragments thereof, and all are $100 bills.  In this submittal, 44 duplicate

note fragments were sent to BEP for which another part of the same note, as identified by serial

number, was separately sent for redemption in two other packages of mutilated currency.  Of these

44 duplicates, the note’s corresponding fragment was found in:

(1) 39 times in submittal (A) 1015693 (also received August 23, 2010).
(2) five times in submittal (D) 1019117 (received September 27, 2010).

A further 68 times, both half fragments of the same note appeared in this second submittal, for a total

of 112 duplicate fragments in this package.

27. The third submittal has BEP case number 1017817, also called (C) here; the total

redeemable value is $343,570, and BEP received it on September 27, 2010.  The entire submittal of

$343,570 has a total of 4,852 redeemable notes or fragments thereof, in these denominations: 2932
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$100 notes; 706 fifty-dollar bills, 502 twenty-dollar notes, 302 ten-dollar bills, 400 five-dollar notes,

and 10 one-dollar notes.  In this entire submittal, 75 duplicate note fragments were sent to BEP for

which another part of the same note, as identified by serial number, was separately sent for

redemption in two other packages of mutilated currency.  Of these 75 duplicates, the note’s

corresponding fragment was found in:

(1) 26 times in submittal (A) 1015693 (received August 23, 2010).
(2) 49 times in submittal (D) 1019117 (also received September 27, 2010).

A further 15 times, both half fragments of the same note appeared in this third submittal, for a total

of 90 duplicate fragments in this package.  When Bank of America forwarded this submittal of

mutilated currency, it contained seven separately identified “sub-submittals.”   One of these, with

a redeemable value of $38,500 originated with a bank other than “Bank A.”  Of the six that

originated with Bank A, one had a redeemable value of $268,900.  The mutilated currency in the

other five sub-submittals was in amounts of $2,970, $9,600, $800, $2,800, and $20,000.   From

reading the report of the BEP examiner who analyzed this submittal, it appears that the duplicate

fragments were in the largest sub-submittal originating with Bank A.  The warrant I am applying for

seeks to seize only the Bank A sub-submittal of $268,900 in redeemable mutilated currency and does

not include the non-Bank A $38,500 or the smaller sums of funds from Bank A.  Therefore, I seek

to seize a total of $268,900.00 in mutilated currency.

28. The fourth submittal has BEP case number 1019117, also called (D) here; the total

redeemable value is $195,400, and BEP received it on September 27, 2010.  The submittal has a total

of 1,954 redeemable notes or fragments thereof, and all are $100 bills.  In this submittal, 100

duplicate note fragments were sent to BEP for which another part of the same note, as identified by
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serial number, was separately sent for redemption in three other packages of mutilated currency.  Of

these 100 duplicates, the note’s corresponding fragment was found in:

(1) 21 times in submittal (A) 1015693 (received August 23, 2010).
(2) five times in submittal (B) 1016643 (received September 8, 2001).
(3) 49 times in submittal (C) 1017817 (also received September 27, 2010).
(4) 25 times in submittal (E) 1020620 (received October 14, 2010).

A further three times, both half fragments of the same note appeared in this fourth submittal, for a

total of 103 duplicate fragments in this package.

29. The fifth submittal has BEP case number 1020620, also called (E) here; the total

redeemable value is $148,100, and BEP received it on October 14, 2010.  The submittal has a total

of 1,481 redeemable notes or fragments thereof, and all are $100 bills.  In this submittal, 31 duplicate

note fragments were sent to BEP for which another part of the same note, as identified by serial

number, was separately sent for redemption in two other packages of mutilated currency. Of these

31 duplicates, the note’s corresponding fragment was in:

(1) 25 times in submittal (D) 1019117 (received September 27, 2010).
(2) six times in submittal (F) 1100364 (received January 5, 2011).

30. The sixth submittal has BEP case number 1100364, also called (F) here; the total

redeemable value is $499,340, and BEP received it on January 5, 2011.  The submittal has a total

of 5,005 redeemable notes or fragments thereof, in these denominations: 4,985 $100 notes; 15 $50

bills, 4 $20 notes, and one $10 notes.  In this submittal, 242 duplicate note fragments were sent to

BEP for which another part of the same note, as identified by serial number, was separately sent for

redemption in four other packages of mutilated currency.  Of these 242 duplicates, the note’s

corresponding fragment was found in:

(1) six times in submittal (E) 1020620 (received October 14, 2010).
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(2) 121 times in submittal (G) 1101461 (received January 19, 2011).
(3) 71 times in submittal (H) 1103881 (received February 22, 2011).
(4) 44 times in submittal (J) 1105711 (received March 18, 2011).

A further four times, both half fragments of the same note appeared in this sixth submittal, for a total

of 246 duplicate fragments in this package.  When Bank of America forwarded this submittal of

mutilated currency, it contained eight separately identified “sub-submittals,” one of which had a

redeemable value of $483,000.  The mutilated currency in the other sub-submittals was in amounts

of $300, $4,600, $3,710, $1,330, $2,000, $2,200, and $2,200.  The warrant I am applying for only

seeks to seize the sub-submittal containing the $483,000.00 in mutilated currency.

31. The seventh submittal has BEP case number 1101461, also called (G) here; the total

redeemable value is $158,500, and BEP received it on January 19, 2011.  The submittal has a total

of 1,585 redeemable notes or fragments thereof, and all are $100 bills.  In this submittal, 177

duplicate note fragments were sent to BEP for which another part of the same note, as identified by

serial number, was separately sent for redemption in three other packages of mutilated currency.  Of

these 177 duplicates, the note’s corresponding fragment was found in:

(1) 121 times in submittal (F) 1100364 (received January 5, 2011).
(2) 36 times in submittal (H) 1103881 (received February 22, 2011).
(3) 20 times in submittal (J) 1105711, 20 times (received March 18, 2011).

A further 14 times, both half fragments of the same note appeared in this seventh submittal, for a

total of 191 duplicate fragments in this package.

32. The eighth submittal has BEP case number 1103881, also called (H) here; the total

redeemable value is $443,500, and BEP received it on February 22, 2011.  The submittal has a total

of 4,435 redeemable notes or fragments thereof, and all are $100 bills.  In this submittal, 116

duplicate note fragments were sent to BEP for which another part of the same note, as identified by
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serial number, was separately sent for redemption in three other packages of mutilated currency.  Of

these 116 duplicates, the note’s corresponding fragment was found:

(1) 71 times in submittal (F) 1100364 (received January 5, 2011).
(2) 36 times in submittal (G) 1101461 (received January 19, 2011).
(3) nine times in submittal (K) 1108785 (received May 3, 2011).

33. The ninth submittal has BEP case number 1105522, also called (I) here; the total

redeemable value is $167,900, and BEP received it on March 16, 2011.  The submittal has a total

of 1,679 redeemable notes or fragments thereof, and all are $100 bills.  A total of 29 duplicate note

fragments were sent to BEP in another mutilated currency submittal, (K) 1108785, which BEP

received on May 3, 2011.

34. The tenth submittal has BEP case number 1105711, also called (J) here; the total

redeemable value is $92,500, and BEP received it on March 18, 2011.  The submittal has a total of

925 redeemable notes or fragments thereof, and all are $100 bills.  In this submittal, 150 duplicate

note fragments were sent to BEP for which another part of the same note, as identified by serial

number, was separately sent for redemption in three other packages of mutilated currency.  Of these

150 duplicates, the note’s corresponding fragment was found in:

(1) 44 times in submittal (F) 1100364 (received January 5, 2011).
(2) 20 times in submittal (G) 1101461 (received January 19, 2011).
(3) 86 times in submittal (K) 1108785 (received May 3, 2011).

35. The eleventh submittal has BEP case number 1108785, also called (K) here; the total

redeemable value is $280,700, and BEP received it on May 3, 2011.  The submittal has a total of

2,807 redeemable notes or fragments thereof, and all are $100 bills.  In this submittal, 180 duplicate

note fragments were sent to BEP for which another part of the same note, as identified by serial

number, was separately sent for redemption in seven other packages of mutilated currency.  Of these
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180 duplicates, the note’s corresponding fragment was found in:

(1) nine times in submittal (H) 1103881 (received February 22, 2011).
(2) 29 times in submittal (I) 1105522 (received March 16, 2011).
(3) 86 times in submittal (J) 1105711 (received March 18, 2011).
(4) 20 times in submittal (M) 1111101 (received June 6, 2011).
(5) 17 times in submittal (N) 1111388 (received June 10, 2011).
(6) 18 times in submittal (P) 1112349 (received June 23, 2011).

A further 19 times, both half fragments of the same note appeared in this eleventh submittal, for a

total of 199 duplicate fragments in this package.

36. The twelfth submittal has BEP case number 1111101, also called (M) here; the total

redeemable value is $95,700, and BEP received it on June 6, 2011.  The submittal has a total of 1007

redeemable notes or fragments thereof, and of which 907 are $100 bills and 100 are $50 bills.  In this

submittal, 36 duplicate note fragments were sent to BEP for which another part of the same note, as

identified by serial number, was separately sent for redemption in two other packages of mutilated

currency.  Of these 36 duplicates, the note’s corresponding fragment was found

(1) 20 times in submittal (K) 1108785 (received May 3, 2011).
(2) 16 times in submittal (N) 1111388 (received June 10, 2011).

37. The thirteenth submittal has BEP case number 1111388, also called (N) here; the total

redeemable value is $490,200, and BEP received it on June 10, 2011.  The submittal has a total of

4,902 redeemable notes or fragments thereof, and all are $100 bills.  In this submittal, 123 duplicate

note fragments were sent to BEP for which another part of the same note, as identified by serial

number, was separately sent for redemption in four other packages of mutilated currency.  Of these

123 duplicates, the note’s corresponding fragment was found:

(1) 17 times in submittal (K) 1108785 (received May 3, 2011).
(2) 16 times in submittal (M) 1111101 (received June 6, 2011).
(3) 89 times in submittal (O) 1114317 (received June 19, 2011).
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(4) once in submittal (Q) 1118631 (received September 20, 2011).

Two other times, both half fragments of the same note appeared in this fourteenth submittal, for a

total of 125 duplicate fragments in this package.

38. The fourteenth submittal has BEP case number 1114317, also called (O) here; the

total redeemable value is $292,900, and BEP received it on June 19, 2011.  The submittal has a total

of 2,929 redeemable notes or fragments thereof, and all are $100 bills.  In this submittal, 130

duplicate note fragments were sent to BEP for which another part of the same note, as identified by

serial number, was separately sent for redemption in two other packages of mutilated currency.  Of

these 130 duplicates, the note’s corresponding fragment was found:

(1) 89 times in submittal (N) 1111388 (received June 10, 2011).
(2) 41 times in submittal (P) 1112349 (received June 23, 2011).

39. The fifteenth submittal has BEP case number 1112349, also called (P) here; the total

redeemable value is $411,300, and BEP received it on June 23, 2011.  The submittal has a total of

4,113 redeemable notes or fragments thereof, and all of them were $100 bills.  Of the funds in this

submittal, $364,200 came from Bank A, while the balance of $47,100 came from another bank.  I

only seek to seize the $364,200 that came from Bank A.  In this entire submittal, 59 duplicate note

fragments were sent to BEP for which another part of the same note, as identified by serial number,

was separately sent for redemption in two other packages of mutilated currency.  Of these 59

duplicates, the note’s corresponding fragment was found:

(1) 18 times in submittal (K) 1108785 (received May 3, 2011).
(2) 41 times in submittal (O) 1114317 (received June 19, 2011).

Both half fragments of the same note appeared once in this sixteenth submittal, giving a total of 60

duplicate fragments in this package.  Of the funds in this submittal, a total of $47,100 originated with
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a bank other than “Bank A,” and my request for a seizure warrant does not include these $47,100.

From reading the report of the BEP examiner who analyzed this submittal, it appears that the

duplicate fragments were in the sub-submittals originating with Bank A.  Therefore, I seek to seize

a total of $364,200.00. 

40. The sixteenth submittal has BEP case number 1118631, also called (Q) here; the total

redeemable value is $90,700, and BEP received it on September 20, 2011.  The submittal has a total

of 907 redeemable notes or fragments thereof, and all are $100 bills.  In this submittal, 41 duplicate

note fragments were sent to BEP for which another part of the same note, as identified by serial

number, was separately sent for redemption in three other packages of mutilated currency.  Of these

41 duplicates, the note’s corresponding fragment was found:

(1) once in submittal (N) 1111388 (received June 10, 2011).
(2) 39 times in submittal (S) 1119653 (received October 12, 2011).

A further 45 times, both half fragments of the same note appeared in this seventeenth submittal, for

a total of 86 duplicate fragments in this package.

41. The seventeenth submittal has BEP case number 1119653, also called (S) here; the

total redeemable value is $98,000, and BEP received it on October 12, 2011.  The submittal has a

total of 980 redeemable notes or fragments thereof, and all are $100 bills.  This submittal contained

39 duplicate note fragments for another part of the same note, as identified by serial number, was

found in submittal (Q) 1118631, which BEP received on September 20, 2011.

B. EVIDENCE OF DELIBERATE AND INTENTIONAL MUTILATION

42. The results of the technical report also support probable cause that the currency in the

17 submittals was involved in money-laundering and/or intentionally mutilated.  BEP conducted a
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detailed technical analysis of a total of 85 notes drawn from all 111 packages of mutilated currency. 

Of this sample, more than half of the notes showed damage from being burnt, that is, 49 of 85 notes. 

Of the notes mutilated by fire, more than three quarters (37 of 49) “were burnt in a consistent manner

. . .  The burnt edges of the note pieces generally occur in one of two locations, between the Federal

Reserve Seal and the portrait, or between the portrait and the Treasury seal,” according to the

technical report.  As the report finds, this is “unusual” because if piles or groups of notes innocently

caught fire, the normal result would be burn marks along the edges of the notes, or through the

middle of the center-portrait if the bill had been folded in half.

43. Beyond the remarkable quality of where the notes showed burn marks, this pattern

applies across notes taken from different submittals.  One of BEP’s materials technology experts has

stated:  “The burn patterns occur in about the same locations on each note which suggests that a

common mechanism was used.”  The experts’ burn-pattern finding supports probable cause because

of: (1) the unnatural pattern of the mutilation of the notes, and (2) the same unusual burn pattern in

occurred in notes in multiple separate submittals.

44. Of the 85 notes subjected to the technical analysis, 36 were water-damaged. 

According to BEP’s analysis, a number of these water-damaged notes “exhibited unusual

fluorescence patterns when exposed to ultraviolet light.”  BEP’s Office of Materials Technology has

confirmed that a foreign contaminant or chemical was present on some of these notes, causing them

to fluoresce unusually when tested.  Although different contaminants or chemicals might cause this

reaction, those that definitely do include laundry detergent, fabric softener, and fabric cleaners,

according to a BEP materials technology expert.  As noted above, in an earlier instance involving

mutilated currency brought here from overseas, in case number 1:08-mj-00047-DAR, United States
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Magistrate Judge Deborah A. Robinson issued a warrant to seize a suitcase containing approximately

$100,042.00 in United States currency that BEP had suspected had been laundered – literally.  In that

instance, the evidence suggested that the currency had been put through a clothes-washing machine

many dozens or hundreds of times to simulate that the currency been buried and damaged by ground

water.  In speaking with Treasury, BEP, and Secret Service personnel, I can state that none of those

agencies’ officials could articulate a benefit to putting foreign agents on a cash note or bill, other

than to make it falsely appear eligible for redemption.

45. As a federal police agent, my training and experience, plus special research I did in

preparing this affidavit, have caused me to become familiar with the use of large sums of American

currency in cash overseas.  My experience indicates what I stated above: few lawful large-scale cash

transactions involving almost entirely American $100 bills occur in foreign countries that do not

border the United States.  I have learned that the value of many commodities traded across borders

almost always is denominated in what are called “hard” currencies, that is, monetary units that

maintain value over time, such as the United States dollar, the United Kingdom pound sterling, the

Euro, and Swiss francs, to name several, albeit not all.  For example, the price of oil almost always

is stated in American dollars per barrel.  As noted, however, lawful major international trading

transactions in commodities are not usually conducted in cash, and retail transactions in cash in

whatever currency conducted hardly ever run to more than a few thousand dollars in value.  The

types of large-value transactions conducted in cash, with which I am familiar, are almost always

illegal.  Cash purchases for large quantities of goods are almost always done in the trade for

contraband, including illegal drugs, weapons, and sometimes stolen valuables, such as precious

metals or rare gems.  Cash payments on a large scale, even when made for a purpose other than to
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buy illegal goods, such as to pay bribes, also commonly involve criminal use of funds.

46. Thus, taking together that these 17 packages contained mutilated currency consisting

98% of $100 notes, that each package contained at least 25 fragments of $100 dollar notes that had

corresponding fragments separately submitted for redemption in other packages – eight packages

(almost half) had more than 100 such “duplicate” fragments – and that a number of notes showed

signs of being intentionally burnt or treated with chemicals, I submit that there is probable cause to

believe that the substantial amounts of mutilated currency sent in these 17 package from the same

bank in South America to BEP for redemption derived from illegal activity.  Further, I submit that

the purpose of transmitting the funds for redemption was to replace the intentionally mutilated

currency with fresh funds, thus advancing the underlying illegal scheme or concealing information

about it.  Overseas, any large hoard of American cash dollars engenders suspicion:  in almost every

foreign country, simply taking large sums of American cash to a bank provokes questions and

attention, often from law enforcement authorities.  At the same time, deposit in a foreign bank of a

check drawn on the United States Treasury rarely engenders such suspicion, and often is greatly

welcomed.  Thus, it is in the interest of criminals in foreign countries who generate large quantities

of American cash in illegal transactions to get all or even some of it “laundered” both so they can

spend their ill-gotten gains and to conceal their unlawful transactions.  If mutilated currency can be

redeemed through BEP, this is perhaps the ideal money-laundering scheme.

47. At the time that I make this affidavit, all of the packages containing the Argentine

bank submittals are now located inside a vault within the Examining and Redemption Section of

BEP’s building at 14  & C Streets, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20228.  In addition, if this Court issuesth

a warrant to seize this property, I personally shall execute it in the presence of BEP officers to ensure
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that the property identified in the warrant is the only property seized.

VII. APPLICABLE STATUTES AND LAWS.

48. I am applying for a warrant to seize the intentionally mutilated notes and related

property under the laws authorizing seizure of property for both criminal and civil forfeiture,

specifically 18 U.S.C. §§ 981(b) and 982(b).  Title 18, U.S. Code § 471, makes it a crime to make

falsely, forge, counterfeit, or alter an obligation or security of the United States, with the intent to

defraud.  Similarly, 18 U.S.C. § 472 makes it a crime to pass, utter, publish, or sell a falsely made

or altered United States obligation or security with the intent to defraud, as well as to bring into the

United States with like intent a falsely made or altered United States obligation or security.  Section

473 makes it a crime to exchange, transfer, or deliver a false or altered United States obligation or

security with the intent that same be passed, published, or used as true and genuine.

49. Under 18 U.S.C. § 8, “obligation or other security of the United States” includes all

national bank currency, Federal Reserve notes, Federal Reserve bank notes, United States notes,

Treasury notes, among other things, issued under any Act of Congress.

50. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 492, any articles, devices, and other things possessed or used

in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 471, 472, or 473, shall be forfeited to the United States.

51. Additionally, 18 U.S.C. § 1956(a)(2) makes it a crime to transport, transmit, or

transfer a monetary instrument or funds from a place outside the United States to a place inside the

United States with the intent to promote the carrying on of “specified unlawful activity.”  When

taken together, 18 U.S.C. §§ 1956(c)(7) & 1961(1) make violations of 18 U.S.C. § 471, 472, and 473

“specified unlawful activity.”

52. Further, 18 U.S.C. § 18 U.S.C. § 1956(a)(2) also makes it a crime to transport,
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transmit, or transfer a monetary instrument or funds from a place outside the United States to a place

inside the United States, knowing that the funds involved are the proceeds of some form of unlawful

activity and knowing that the transport, transmission, or transfer is designed in whole or in part to

conceal or disguise the nature, the location, the source, the ownership, or the control of the proceeds

of specified unlawful activity.

53. Based on the foregoing, I submit that the whole or part of the 17 submittals of

mutilated currency to BEP totaling $4,245,800.00 in redeemable value, as identified above, and the

packages in which they were submitted and associated papers and documents, all are property that

was involved in a transaction or attempted transaction in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1956, or are

property traceable to such a property.  Civil forfeiture of such property is authorized pursuant to 18

U.S.C. § 981(a)(1)(A).  Criminal forfeiture of property involved in a violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1956,

or any property traceable to such property is authorized in 18 U.S.C. § 982(a)(1).

54. Issuance of a warrant to seize property subject to civil forfeiture is authorized by 18

U.S.C. § 981(b)(2), which incorporates the procedures for applying for a search warrant, and these

are set forth in Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41.  Issuance of a warrant to seize property

subject to criminal forfeiture is authorized by 18 U.S.C. § 982(b), which incorporates the provisions

of 21 U.S.C. § 853 and specifically states that a warrant to seize property subject to criminal

forfeiture issues in the same manner as provided for a search warrant, which is governed by Federal

Rule of Criminal Procedure 41.

VIII. PRAYER FOR ISSUANCE OF SEARCH WARRANT.

55. Based upon the information recounted in this affidavit, I respectfully request that a

warrant issue to seize the specific items and mutilated currency described above suitcase and any and
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all items with them, whether currency in whatever condition, or any other thing, paper, or document.

FURTHER THAN THIS, affiant sayeth not.

                                                                   
WARREN BUCKLEY, affiant,
Special Agent, United States Secret Service
United States Department of Homeland Security

* * * * * * *

Subscribed to and sworn before me on this     7th      day of May 2012.

_____________________________________
Alan Kay
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE

for the District of Columbia
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